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Abstract: Low-bandgap mixed tin (Sn)–lead (Pb) perovskite solar cells have been extensively investi-
gated in the past few years due to their great potential in high-performance perovskite/perovskite
tandem solar cells. From this perspective, we briefly summarize the mechanism of understanding
of additives and the advances in the efficiency and stability of such low-bandgap Sn-Pb perovskite
materials and solar cells in terms of various effective strategies for suppressing the defects and
oxidation of Sn2+, regulating crystallization growth, etc. We then provide a perspective regarding the
achievement of high-quality, low-bandgap Sn-Pb perovskites and highly efficient solar cells.
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Organometallic halide perovskites have been considered as promising optoelectronic
materials owing to their unique advantages including a high absorption coefficient, long
carrier diffusion length and low-cost solution processability [1–3]. The certified power
conversion efficiency (PCE) of single-junction perovskite solar cells (PSCs) has been in-
creased to 25.7% in just a decade, approaching the Shockley–Queisser (S-Q) limits [4]. Per-
ovskite/perovskite (all-perovskite) tandem solar cells (TSCs), consisting of wide-bandgap
(Eg ~ 1.7–1.9 eV) top subcells and low-bandgap (Eg ~ 1.2–1.3 eV) bottom subcells, have
the potential to break the S-Q limits [5–8]. The PCEs of wide-Eg top cells have been signifi-
cantly improved through unremitting efforts. However, it is still challenging to fabricate
high-performance, low-Eg mixed tin–lead (Sn-Pb) bottom cells due to the uncontrollable
perovskite film quality and unsatisfactory device stability.

To date, the development of low-Eg mixed Sn-Pb PSCs still lags behind that of their Pb
counterparts, irrespective of their advantages that enable ideal bandgaps for yielding higher
PCEs according to S-Q predictions. The aforementioned dilemma can be mainly ascribed
to the following issues: (1) inferior film quality with uncontrollable morphology and high
density of trap states caused by heterogeneous nucleation and accelerated crystallization;
(2) numerous Sn vacancies caused by self-p-doping due to the easy oxidation of Sn2+ to
Sn4+ [9]. These further shorten carrier lifetimes and mobility and increase background hole
concentrations and serious non-radiative recombination, thus leading to the unsatisfactory
efficiency and stability of Sn-Pb PSCs. Therefore, high-quality Sn-Pb perovskite film is the
prerequisite of efficient Sn-Pb devices.

To address the abovementioned issues, researchers have devoted great efforts to
improving the quality of mixed Sn-Pb perovskite film and fabricating high-performance,
low-Eg devices. In 2014, Hayase et al. synthesized low-Eg PSCs with a regular structure by
employing alloyed MASn0.5Pb0.5I3 as the absorber and mesoporous TiO2 as the electron
transport layer and achieved a PCE of 4.18% with an open-circuit voltage (VOC) of 0.42 V, a
short-circuit current (JSC) of 20.04 mA cm−2 and a fill factor (FF) of 50% [10]. They found
that MASn0.5Pb0.5I3 perovskite can absorb near-infrared light with the absorption onset at
1060 nm. In the same year, Zuo et al. demonstrated that optimizing the synthetic conditions
can help to improve the film quality of MAPb0.85Sn0.15I3 perovskites on ITO/PEDOT:PSS
substrates (Figure 1a), leading to efficient inverted Sn-Pb PSCs with a PCE exceeding 10%
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(VOC = 0.77 V, JSC = 19.5 mA cm−2, FF = 67%) [11]. In 2016, Yan’s group reported a novel
mixture strategy of combining individual MAPbI3 and FASnI3 precursors to prepare high-
quality Sn-Pb perovskite film with uniform grain sizes and smooth surfaces. By adjusting
the composition of Sn, they achieved high-quality perovskite film (the corresponding
carrier lifetime was 6.7 ns) and efficient PSCs with PCEs over 15.08% based on the optimal
composition of (FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4, and the optimized PSCs also exhibited the obviously
improved VOC (0.795 V), JSC (26.86 mA cm−2), and FF (70.6%) [12]. In 2017, Zhao et al.
increased the thickness of a (FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 absorber layer from 400 to 620 nm by
regulating the perovskite growth process. The final perovskite film displayed enlarged
grains and a prolonged carrier lifetime (~250 ns), enabling efficient Sn-Pb (Eg ∼ 1.25 eV)
PSCs with the best PCE of over 17.6% (certified 17.01%), with a VOC of 0.853 V, a JSC of
28.5 mA cm−2, and a FF of 72.5% [13]. After that, they further reported low-Eg PSCs with
18.1% and ~19% efficiency (other photovoltaic parameters are summarized in Table 1)
via chlorine and bromine incorporation, respectively, to increase the grain size, reduce
electronic disorder, passivate the grain boundaries, and slightly regulate the bandgap of
(FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 perovskite films [14,15]. Meanwhile, perovskite films with chlorine
and bromine incorporation exhibited the longer photocurrent decay time of 292 µs and the
longer mean carrier lifetime of 228 ns, respectively.

In 2019, Zhu et al. demonstrated that guanidinium thiocyanate (GuaSCN) additive
can effectively passivate defect states, suppress the formation of excessive Sn vacancies,
and reduce the oxidation of Sn2+ in (FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 film without changing the
bandgap of perovskite, leading to low-Eg PSCs with 20.5% efficiency (VOC = 0.834 V,
JSC = 30.4 mA cm−2, FF = 80.8%) due to the prolonged carrier lifetime (1232 ns) and diffu-
sion length (2.5 µm) [16]. Tan et al. reported a comproportionating strategy via adding a
small amount of Sn powders to suppress the oxidation of Sn2+ in the precursor and conse-
quently enhance the carrier diffusion length in low-Eg Sn-Pb perovskite films [17]. This
strategy significantly reduced the Sn vacancies inside the grains and increased the carrier
diffusion length to 3 µm in the final films, enabling efficient low-Eg PSCs with the best PCE
of 21.1%, together with a VOC of 0.831 V, a JSC of 31.4 mA cm−2, and a FF of 80.8%, which
were obviously higher than the corresponding parameters of 18.3%, 0.811 V, 29.1 mA cm−2,
and 77.7% for the control MA0.3FA0.7Pb0.5Sn0.5I3 PSCs, respectively. In 2020, they employed
surface-anchoring zwitterionic molecules, i.e., formamidine sulfinic acid (FSA), as additives
to further inhibit Sn2+ oxidation and passivate defects on the grain surfaces, therefore
prolonging the charge-carrier lifetime to 43 ns in mixed Sn-Pb perovskite films without
affecting the bandgap, boosting the PCE from 19.4% for the control device to 21.7% for the
FSA-modified low-Eg PSCs. In addition, the solar cell exhibited a certified efficiency of
20.74% with a VOC of 0.841 V, a JSC of 30.6 mA cm−2, and a FF of 80.6% [18]. It is easy to
determine that additives play vital roles in achieving high-quality Sn-Pb perovskite films
and therefore high-performance devices. However, the underlying mechanisms are not
well understood yet, especially for the most commonly used SnF2 additives in high-quality
Sn-Pb perovskite films and efficient low-Eg devices.

In 2021, Zhao et al. systematically explored the effects of SnF2 additives on low-Eg
mixed Sn-Pb perovskite films and solar cells [19]. They found that the surface morphology
of Sn-Pb perovskite films with SnF2 additives exhibited regular linear stripes, which
was obviously different to the “clean morphology” of the control sample without SnF2
(Figure 1b). Moreover, the SnF2-incorporated Sn-Pb perovskite exhibited a highly uniform
and ordered mode, as shown in the cross-sectional SEM image (Figure 1c). They attributed
the formation of the “domain morphology” to crystal topological growth caused by the
doping of SnF2 in the perovskite precursor solution (Figure 1d). The bandgap of the
perovskite did not change after employing SnF2. In addition, the carrier lifetime of 5%
SnF2-doped perovskite film was 98 ns, which was significantly higher than 20 ns, which
was determined for the SnF2-free perovskite sample. Interestingly, the F− ions accumulated
preferentially at the PEDOT:PSS/perovskite interface, and the distribution of F− increased
monotonically with the increased SnF2 concentration (Figure 1e). However, excessive
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SnF2 additive hindered the hole transport process at the PEDOT:PSS/perovskite interface
and led to a significant difference in EQE values from 350 to 500 nm for various devices
(Figure 1f). Finally, they concluded that the SnF2 additive can promote the topological
growth of perovskite grains and inhibit the oxidation of Sn2+ and the formation of Sn
vacancies, enabling efficient Sn-Pb PSCs with a promising PCE of 20.27% (VOC = 0.834 V,
JSC = 30.4 mA cm−2, and FF = 80.8%), which was much higher than the 12.21% efficiency
obtained for SnF2-free PSCs.
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Figure 1. (a) The chemical structures of PEDOT:PSS. (b) Top-view and (c) cross-sectional SEM
images of (FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 films with 0% and 5% SnF2. (d) Schematic illustration of the
influence of SnF2 on (FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 perovskite growth. (e) ToF-SIMS depth profile of
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/(FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 films with different SnF2 concentrations. (f) EQE spectra
of devices with different SnF2 concentrations. Reprinted/adapted with permission from Ref. [19].
Copyright 2021, Wiley-VCH.

Recently, Tan et al. investigated the passivation capability of three aromatic ammo-
nium cations, phenethylammonium (PEA), phenylammonium (PA), and 4-trifluoromethyl-
phenylammonium (CF3-PA), on low-Eg mixed Sn-Pb perovskite surfaces (Figure 2a) [20].
The density functional theory (DFT) (Figure 2b,c) and ab initio molecular dynamics sim-
ulations (Figure 2d) indicated that CF3-PA had the strongest potential to passivate the
acceptor-type defects in the perovskite grain surface (Figure 2e). As expected, the per-
ovskite film with the CF3-PA passivating agent displayed the longest carrier lifetime of
966 ns (Figure 2f) and carrier diffusion length of 5.4 µm (Figure 2g). Meanwhile, their
results suggested that the incorporation of CF3-PA did not change the bandgap of Sn-Pb
perovskites. With the optimal film thickness of 1.2 µm, CF3-PA-treated Sn-Pb PSCs yielded
a PCE of 22.2% (a VOC of 0.841 V, a JSC of 33.0 mA cm−2, and a FF of 80%) (Figure 2h). Fur-
thermore, CF3-PA-passivated all-perovskite TSCs obtained a certified efficiency of 26.4%
with a VOC of 2.048 V, a JSC of 16.54 mA cm−2, and a FF of 77.9%, which surpassed that of
the best-performing single-junction PSCs for the first time.
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Figure 2. (a) The molecular structures of three passivators (PEA, PA, and CF3-PA). (b) Schematic
diagram of the interaction between ammonium cations with the acceptor-like defects. (c) Ab initio
molecular dynamics snapshots and top views of the CF3-PA-, PA-, and PEA-adsorbed perovskite
surfaces at a temperature of 400 K. (d) The number of adsorbed molecules for CF3-PA, PA, and
PEA at temperatures of 300 and 400 K. (e) The binding energy (Eb) between passivators and various
acceptor-like defects. (f) Time-resolved PL spectra of the control, PEA, PA, and CF3-PA perovskite
films. (g) Mobilities and diffusion lengths of the CF3-PA and control Pb-Sn perovskite films. (h) J-V
curves of the best CF3-PA device (with 1.2 µm thick absorber). The inset shows the PCE distribution
of 237 CF3-PA devices, showing an average PCE of 20.8± 0.5%. Reprinted/adapted with permission
from Ref. [20]. Copyright 2022, Nature Publishing Group.

In addition to the efficiency enhancement of low-Eg Sn-Pb PSCs, the unsatisfactory
stability caused by volatile MA+ cations is also an urgent issue that needs to be addressed.
Li et al. successfully decreased the MA proportion to 10% and prepared high-quality
FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 perovskite film using two-step bilayer interdiffusion growth
technology. They further employed pyrrolidinium thiocyanate (PySCN) to passivate the
defects at grain boundaries and on the film surface. The resulting mixed Sn-Pb PSCs yielded
the best PCE of 20.4% with a VOC of 0.865 V, a JSC of 29.81 mA cm−2, and a FF of 79.1%,
while the control device could only obtain about 19% PCE output. More importantly, the op-
timized PSCs exhibited excellent stability upon light and heat stress, and the encapsulated
devices retained 92% of the initial PCE under continuous illumination (100 mW cm−2) for
over 450 h [21]. More recently, Zhou et al. effectively regulated the energy disorder of mixed
Sn-Pb perovskite films and restrained the oxidation of Sn2+ by the additives of SnF2 and
1-bromo-4-(methylsulfinyl) benzene (BBMS). Moreover, compared to the control sample,
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the deeper valence band of BBMS-added perovskite film could boost the extraction of holes
from perovskite to PEDOT:PSS. As a result, compared to the PCE of 18.97% (VOC = 0.824 V,
JSC = 30.5 mA cm−2, FF = 75.5%) for the control PSCs, the SnF2-BBMS-tailored Sn-Pb PSCs
exhibited the best PCE of up to 22.03% (VOC = 0.849 V, JSC = 32.2 mA cm−2, FF = 80.6%)
with superior thermal stability, retaining 98% initial efficiency after continuous heating at
60 ◦C for over 110 days [22]. From the above analysis, we can see that employing additives
into perovskite films can effectively improve the stability of low-Eg mixed Sn-Pb PSCs,
cross-checking the reports in other bandgap PSCs and related fields [23–28]. However, low-
Eg mixed Sn-Pb PSCs show inferior long-term stability to pure Pb analogues, encouraging
more efforts devoted to film quality improvement strategies and degradation mechanisms.

Table 1. Summary of the photovoltaic parameters of low-Eg Sn-Pb PSCs with the best PCE.

Device Structure JSC (mA cm−2) VOC (V) FF (%) PCE (%) Ref.

FTO/c-TiO2/CH3NH3Sn0.5Pb0.5I3/P3HT/Ag 20.04 0.42 50.0 4.18 [10]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/MASn0.15Pb0.85I3/PCBM/Bis-salt/Ag 19.5 0.77 67.0 10.1 [11]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/(FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4/C60/BCP/Ag 26.86 0.795 70.6 15.08 [12]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/(FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4/C60/BCP/Ag 28.5 0.853 72.5 17.6 [13]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/(FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4:Cl/C60/BCP/Ag 29.0 0.841 74.4 18.1 [14]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/(FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4:Br/C60/BCP/Ag 28.72 0.888 74.6 19.03 [15]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/(FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4:GuaSCN/C60/BCP/Ag 30.4 0.834 80.8 20.5 [16]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/FA0.7MA0.3Pb0.5Sn0.5I3:Sn powder/C60/BCP/Cu 31.4 0.831 80.8 21.1 [17]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/FA0.7MA0.3Pb0.5Sn0.5I3:FSA/C60/BCP/Cu 31.6 0.850 80.8 21.7 [18]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/(FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4:SnF2/C60/BCP/Ag 30.6 0.834 79.4 20.27 [19]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/FA0.7MA0.3Pb0.5Sn0.5I3:CF3-PA/C60/BCP/Cu 33.0 0.841 80.0 22.2 [20]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/FA0.7MA0.3Pb0.5Sn0.5I3/PySCN/C60/BCP/Ag 29.81 0.865 79.1 20.4 [21]

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/(FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4:BBMS/C60/BCP/Ag 32.2 0.849 80.6 22.03 [22]

FTO/PEDOT:PSS/Cs0.1FA0.6MA0.3Pb0.5Sn0.5I3:GlyHCl/EDAI2/C60/BCP/Ag 32.5 0.89 82 23.6 [29]

FTO/2PACz/MPA/Cs0.025FA0.475MA0.5Sn0.5Pb0.5I2.925Br0.075/C60/PCBM/BCP/Ag 32.77 0.88 80 23.3 [30]

Thus far, the PCEs of the state-of-the-art, low-Eg mixed Sn-Pb PSCs have exceeded
23.6% [29], but these values are still far from their theoretical efficiency limits. Further de-
velopment and efforts toward the creation of efficient low-Eg mixed Sn-Pb PSCs should be
focused on the following aspects: (1) systematically exploring the crystallization mechanism
of Sn-Pb perovskites. The fast and uncontrollable crystallization process is the fundamental
reason for unsatisfactory Sn-contained perovskite film quality and device performance [9].
Thus, it is imperative to propose effective strategies for developing an advanced film
fabrication technique. (2) Suppressing the oxidation of Sn2+ to Sn4+ which leads to the
heavy self-p-doping of mixed Sn-Pb perovskites to eliminate defects, as well as increasing
the carrier lifetimes and diffusion lengths. Effective reductive agents and passivators are
highly desired to reduce defects such as Sn vacancies and Sn4+. A mechanism for Sn4+

detection is also urgently needed [31]. (3) Optimizing the compositions (especially reducing
the MA proportion) and thicknesses of perovskite films to strengthen halide structures and
bandgaps of Sn-Pb PSCs [13,20,21]. (4) Developing novel charge-selective materials for effi-
cient and stable low-Eg mixed Sn-Pb PSCs [30]. With all these efforts, low-Eg mixed Sn-Pb
perovskites will demonstrate considerable promise in diverse optoelectronic applications.
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